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What Floats?

Eastern News

Today: 8, 9 a.m.
Thursday: 10, 11 a.m.
Friday: 4, 5 p.m.
Monday: 12, 1 p.m.
Tuesday: no classes meet
Wednesday: no floats
·

Monday women's hours
will be 1 a.m., according to
Dean Mary Rogers.

1

EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY, CHARLESTON, ILL.

Votes Suggestion
et Teens In Union

Eastern Stadium Feasible

te

•enators voted last
to recommend
that
1ehool students be al
the University Union

The freshman class
for fall
quarter 1967 has been chosen.
Last
Friday
the
university
announced that applications for
admission to the
fall
quarter
were closed.
APPLICATIONS yet being re
ceived for the fall term are being
held by the Admissions Office in
the event that cancellations are
made.
Transfer applications will con
tinue to be accepted for a brief
period until space in upper divi
.,9ion courses is filled.
Applications for
winter
and
spring quarters 1967-68 are yet
open as are graduate school ap
plications for all quarters.

Jackie
Bratcher
she didn't see any reason
they shouldn't be allowed in
Union as long as tb.ey comwith the same ?ules that
ity students obey
tor Alan Swim made the
n that "high school stu-

·

uarter Figures
iven By_ Doudna

An ri ua I Fi reworks·
Top Celebration

lammer enrollment here is up
from last year, according to
ident Quincy Doudna.
The
down of summer students
as' follows:

Fourth of July festivities are
the major attraction on the sui,i
mer activity schedule for next
week.

l'ull-time undergraduate men,
ful l-time
undergraduate
;
men, 1,010; part-time underuate men,
138;
part-time
graduate women, 149;

A free all-school dance, featur
ing "The Artistics,''
a
seven
piece band, will be held from
8 :30 p.m. to 11:30 p.m. Monday
night on the
Thomas-Andrews
cafeteria parking lot,

�LL-TIME
graduate
men,
6; full-time graduate women,
graduate
men;
; »art-time
; )Ii.rt-time graduate women,

A FIREWORKS display is the
highlight of
the
Independence
Day
activities.
The
display,
sponsored
by
the
Charleston
merchants and presented for the
entire commuity, will begin at
9 p.m. Tuesday night on Lincoln
Field. It is open to all students.
Tonight's movie, beginning at
8 p.m. in the Union Ballroom, is
"Animal Farm."

This summer's total enroll
ment is 2,855, compared to 2,682
Jut summer.
Graduate enrollment was high
er th an last
year
instead
of
lower, as predicted in an earlier
News story.

Weather Word
Good weather seems to be in prospect for
us, although there

seem

to

be some

showers

indicated for the middle of the week and again
later during the latter part of the week.
the

not

type

year

of

rains

are

usually

interfere

unduly

we

get

at

this

short-lived

and

with

outdoor

activity.
The very delightful resort weather we have

enjoyed for the past week will gradually give
way

Dalias Price

and

'

·

..

should

Doudna said that he was con
ferring
with
the
Champaign
architectural firm, Atkins, Bar
row and Graham to determine if
the structure could be reduced.
As it is presently proposed, a
7,000-seat
concrete
structure
would be built on the west side
of the football field with. a long
range plan that
if
additional
seating would be needed in the
future that a twin structure
could be built on the east side
of the field.
·
Space under the stadium would
be allotted
for
visiting
team
.dressing
rooms,
public
rest
rooms and a concession stand.
The plans also include the pos
sibility of closing in the ends
with additional seating in the
distant future.

Fall Admission
Now Closed.

e teenagers need a place
We shouldn't be selfish,"
d.
e ought to take a stand,"
lllent inued. "Let's either say
or no to the high schools."

the

"It's still a question of how
much
anybody
wants
this,"
Doudna said.
DOUDNA explained that the
proposed $1 million for the sta
dium would be paid through an
addition to student fees of about
$4.25 per quarter for each stu
dent.

Another senator
commented,
"If they want to come; they can
come in. It's not as if we're go
ing to send invitations to them."

nt Body President Jim
, who is from Charleston,
he felt that the proposal
ftll worth considering.

of

At its June meeting, the Board
of Governors of State Colleges
and Universities approved
the
feasibility of a one million-dollar
stadium for Eastern, but Presi
dent Quincy Doudna is not yet
sure if the stadium will be built.

EDGAR HAD
earlier
com
mented on the
fact
that
the
Union B�llroom was getting lit
tle use when it was open for
dancing. He said that he hoped
that allowing high school stu-.
dents in the Union would help
"liven things up a little."

old hgulation - came as a
of trouble
with high
.etudents -in
the
Union
1everal summers ago.

Again,

By Mike Baldwin

dents be 'allowed_ to use the Union
during summer quarter provided
that they conduct themselves in
an appropriate manner."
"This is a kind of good will
gesture," Egdar explained after
the vote.
The
motion
passed
unanimously.

TL Y there is a uni
·ng barring local high
dents f rom using UniUnion facilities unless
'ed by parents or a
is a university student,
by the universit y in a
such as
the music

time
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more

summer-like

temperatures

will

prevail. No heat wave is in store by any means.

Photo by Judy Kalla.I

Leaving Town
Bekki White's closest friends are from Charleston and East·
ern. But, though she regrets leaving, Bekki is cramming clothes
into her suitcase for a trip to Aurora. To find out why this pretty
coed is packing, see page 8.

Jim Edgar Reports Results
Of Meeting With Doudna
us back by working Sunday iii.
Summer
senators
met
last
stead of Saturday."
Thursday in the North Confer
EDGAR reported that Doudna
ence Room of
the
University .,
explained that the student dress
Union and heard Student Body
regulations
were
recommenda
President Jim Edgar report the
tion!!, but that students should
results of his meeting with Pres
stay neat.
ident Quincy Doudna earlier that
Questions .about the possibility
day.
of dropping finals for graduating
Edgar said that he had dis
seniors and the dropping of float
cussed the
summer
hours
of
classes were not agreed to by
Library,
student
dress
Booth
Doudna, Edgar said.
regulations, the
possibility
of
"The president
couldn't
see
no finals for seniors, and the for
dropping finals for seniors," Ed
eign language requirements for
gar said. "They might sluff off
B.A. and B.S. degrees.
the last quarter."
EDGAR FEELS that library

hours should be extended. Pres
ently Booth Library and the Re
serve Library close at '9:30 p.m.
Monday through Thursday, and
at 4 p.m. on Friday and Satur
day. Neither library is open on
Sunday.
The student
body
president
contends that "people want to
stay out when it's light." As a
result he has said that he feels
the library should be open until
10:30 p.m.
Edgard said that "since a lot
of students helped out when they
were in trouble they could pay

EDGAR SAID that the presi
dent explained
that the float
class system couldn't be aban
doned unless there were larger
numbers of 5, 6 and 7 p.m.
classes.
Edgar commented about Doud-.
na, "He was very friendly."
The president, when asked to
comment about the meeting, said,
"I thought he had some good
ideas. I have recently discussed
them in detail with him and am
working on several of them."
ALSO PRESENT at the sen(Continued on page 2)

THE ESTIMATED cost of the
stadium
would
include
crea
tion of a new football field and
installation of facilities for track
meets.
Doudna commented
that
he
personally favored it. "This is
in ·line with my philosophy to
provide good facilities for our
sports programs here," he said.
The president said
that
he
would prefer that student fees
be spent for a stadium rather
than fqr aid. to
athletes if
a
choice becomes necessary.
"I don't intend to recommend
that we do both at this point,"
he commented.
The Interstate Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference,
of . _which
Eastern is - a member, recently
approved a policy of athletic aid
up to the half ride for its mem
bers.
Student fees for a ride system
would be around $4 a quarter
per student .
Doudna added that he felt that
there were other facilities that
were needed more, but the cost
would be too great.
HE SPOKE of a great need
for an adequate auqitorium, but
(Continued on page 6)

Any organization
planning
summer
activ ities
open to the campus com
munity and wishing an an
nouncement of them in the
'Ne·ws' should bring infor
mation to the Student Pub
lications Office in
Pem
Hall Basement or call in
the story to the 'News' at
581-2812.
should
Announcements
be made by the Friday be
fore the issue
in
which
they will appear is pub·
lished.

Page
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SARIA Engages In Protecting Faculty ,
such a .program works, another
move ·ought to be made toward
student voice in getting rid of
"dead," or undesirable, faculty.
To attain these goals, Reif
said that the students should
work through and with the Am
erican Association of University
Professors (AAUP), the college
professors' national professional
organization.

By Steve Fox
SARIA (Students Advocating
a Resp,onsible Intellectual At
mosph�re) is now engaged in a
program to protect outspoken
faculty members against the ad
ministration, according to SAR
·JA chairman Dave Reif.
Claiming that "certain young
faculty members have been pres
sured to leave," Reif said that
the protest group is looking into
the possibility of student peti
tions which would ask for the
rehiring of such faculty mem
bers.
REIF CALLED the move a
"step in the direction of more
student voice" and said that if

The SARIA head said that
this move, if successful, would
"work toward
academic
free
dom."

·

HOWEVER, Parviz Chahbazi,
head of the psychology depart
ment and Eastern's faculty rep
resentative in AAUP, disagreed
with Reif's premise in starting
the movement.
·

Chahbazi told the News in an
interview iast week that he has
never known of any faculty

COVALT'S
Drug Store

FOR SALE

SOUTH SIDE SQUARE
Open 8 a.m.

•

1960 Pengoet 403. 4 Cycle

9 p.m.

--4 Speed. Clean. DI 5-6223.

Close 6 p.m. Saturday and
all day Sunday

COSMETICS

members
at
Eastern
being
'"Prt!sl!ured" by the administra
tion.
If any are, he said, they should
come to him as the AA UP's
faculty
representative
so
he
could do something about it.
REFERRING to most faculty
as "gutless," however, Reif said
that most of them don't know
that AA UP exists. Chahbazi ·ad
mitted that no more than 40 to
60 faculty members attend the
meetings.
Reif, a long-time critic of the
administration, said that if the
faculty "would stand up, don't
tell me this place (the univer
sity) wouldn't fall apart."
In other comments, Reif said
he was "very impressed" with
Student Body President Jim Ed
gar.,
REFERRING TO a recent
News article in which Edgar
criticized administrative policies
on language . requirements and
women's hours, Reif said Edgar
"really desires to get rights for
students," and he would like to
work with him.
Reif also attended the Student
Senate meeting last Thursday in
order to recommend some sort

•Senate
(Continued from page 1)

of unification between the sen
ate and SARIA in attaining cer
tain goals, such as lengthening
·
of women's hours.

Reif said SARIA would like to
discuss the implementation of
this idea with Zeigel.

Newman Club Slates
Summer Schedul.e
The schedule for summer New
man Community activities 'is as
follows:
Every class day, there is a
student mass at 4 p.m. in the
Newman Center, Lincoln and
Ninth;
A PICNIC trip to Fox Ridge
is in the planning stage;
Offered quarterly is a course
in fundamental theology. The
class meets every Tuesday and
Wednesday evning at 7 p.m. in
the Newman Center;
·

THE WOOD SHED

RU B I NST.E I N

Antiques and Gifts

REVLON

Furniture Repair and Refinishing

MAX FA CTOR
MA TCHA BELLI

Butch a n d Mary Galbreath

C HANEL

Phone 345-2966

July

'Winnie" Play Canceled

331 N. Fifth St. (Rt. 130)
Charleston, Ill inois 61920

4th Sale ! ! !

STARTS THURSDAY JUNE 29th
Drastic Reductions On All Spring
·

And Summer Merchandise
Sportswear
Dresses·
Swimsuits
Coordi nafes

jack's
Across From Pem Hall

'

Dress-Well
Shop
North Side Square
Downtown Charleston

·

Other SARIA action mention
ed by Reif was the appointment
of a SAR.IA representative to
speak to William H. Zeigel, vice
president
for
administration,
concerning an idea on hours ad
vanced by Vice President ·for In
struction Hobart F. Heller.
HELLER HAS proposed an
experiment in which one women's
residence hall would be operated
without regulations and without
hours, with a security guard
posted at the door for safety
reasons.

"Winnie the Pooh" will not be
presented as an extra dramatic
prod�ction this summer due to a
lack of students reporting to try
out for parts.

ate meeting was SARIA lea
Dave Reif. Reif commenteal t
he thought summer senate
an excellent idea.
"It makes it more mea
ful," he said. "As long as they
here, why not meet? There:
problems in summer as well!'
Reif discussed the then
ing meeting of the Studem
Committee, held yester�
meeting was scheduled to
.cuss women's hours.
SPEAKING OF hours,
said, "I think that it's a 1u·o
that can be worked out and
think· we've- got them if we
come up with a solution."

·

In other action, the senate v
ed to recommend that high sch
students be allowed in the Un'
(See related story on page
The
possibility
of cha
Who's Who selection from a
ular election to a selectio,_ b
board was presented. Who's
election is held in Octobel"ii
The senate will meet at 7
tomorrow
in
the
Unive
Union.

Official
Notices
Publication of any
notice is to be consid
notification
ficial
members of the U
community. All pers
resp onsible for read
notices each week.
•

•

All classes scheduled tor
July �. will meet as schedut
Wm. H. Zelgel
Vire President for
Administration
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Excursion Into A Soul
By Adrian Beard
Editor's Note: Adrian Beard is a
1967 graduate from Chicago, who
majored i n h i story. During his under
g raduate years, a play he wrote was
produced in Five O'Clock Theatre.

Have you ever taken an excursion .into
someone's soul and gazed at its wounds,
enumerated the scars, examined the evi
dence of deterioration and stood awed at
the black fury it held?
"Orpheus Descending," by Tennessee
Williams, is fully qualified to be the appro
priate vehicle for such an excursion.

GUEST DIRECTOR Bob Sickinger, an
accomplished and acclaimed director from
the Hull House Theatre in Chicago, un
leashed a memorable experience upon
Eastern's stage through his powerful di
rection.

.. _ ,..._""'""

•

·

The set, by new scene designer Ed Pi
soni, is completely candid. It envelopes the
audience. Immediately the viewers are
captive, impotent bystanders reeling and
bending before the cataclysmic forces
swirling around them.
The drama begins with a definitely un
necessary spiel by two sluts to explain
that the past will be prologue. The two
crude women, played by Sherri Collins and
Pam Johnson, are brassy, loud and talked
too fast.
·

THE PREGNANT half of

the duet
was extremely creditable, though. ' They
did, however, generate a healthy interest.

Come

Fir With Me

Photo by Betty O'Neal

·
Attem pting to coax Val (Jeff Hendricks), a sn. a keskin-jacket·
eel wanderer, to leave with her, Ca rol (Jerri Straka), the town
•xhibitionist, appeals to his sense of adventure during a per
formance of Tennessee Willia ms' "Orpheus Descending."

The "old maids," Darlene File and
Mary Boyer, exchange verbal garbage in
the form of gossip. Jerri Straka as Carol
Cutrere is all feline, calmly intent, and de
cidedly adaptable.
The sheriff, played by Charles Green
wood, is a good example of power given to

an empty, morose man
capable of only
heavy cruelty.
THE SHERIFF'S wife, played by
Sharon White effectively portrays a crav
en, pathetic creature seeking fulfillment
and consolation from her visions and the
men she confides in.
Jim Miller as Jabe Torrance is the ep
itome of evil. The make-up is only gilding.
The power, however, belongs to Lady,
(Mrs. Torrance), played by Phyllis Bart
ges.

LADY IS practical, explosive, quickly
suspicious but a raving dynamo.
She sets the pace. Sometimes it seem
ed as though I were listening to Anna Mag
nani inflamed over the Rose Tattoo.
Miss Bartges does not speak lines, she
responds. She cannot hold back. She will
not be molded. She . speaks hard,. desper
ately, openly. From minute to minute she
burns bitter to sensuous to existential.
BEHOLD AN UNHOLLOW WOMAN!

Jeff Hendricks as Val Xavier puts in
a superb
performance.
Before
the on
slaught of Lady, he manages to hold his
own. This ability is buttressed by his cata
lytic role towards Lady. Lady never pulls
her punches, and Val never completely
drops his guard.
This emotional butchery is fantastic
to behold, especially since Miss Bartges
carries heavier armament.

THE REST of the relatively large cast
also gave commendable performances.
The importance of the natural super
ceding the artificial, the value. of love, of
life and the vital struggle to redeem one
self, one's dreams; one�s strength is graph
ically presented in the form of Val, his
snakeskin jacket and the Conjure Man.
To stand before this performance and
say it was not good is to stand before the
dawn and deny there was a yesterday.

Company Performs Impossible. Schemes
director of Company '67, wel
comed guest director Bob Sick
Trying to tie together all the
inger of Hull House Theatre in
rse elements included in the
Then,
readings
for
' Chicago.
duction of a play, I found, is
"Orpheus Descending," the play
trying to regulate the tem
I watched being "born," began.
l>erature in a dorm room-im
Some members of Company
lfo ssible, but never dull.
'67 -started to learn lines, while
But that is ·precisely what
the rest of the group joined pro
keeps the making of a Company
duction crews, such as lighting,
'67 play so interesting.
props, sound, or set. Everyone
WHAT THE cast,
crew and
eventually does a little bit of
faeulty have to do-put on a
everything, although a few spec
full-seale production in two and
ialize each play.
a half weeks-is impossible.
DURING THE first full work
What the cast, crew and facul
week, I visited the rehearsal
'ty- do-produce a polished play room, an unadorned place in the
j,n two and a half weeks-is fas basement of the Fine Arts Build
einating and also never dull.
ing, where I found director Sick
Early in the first week of the
inger observing two actors at
�uarter, .r;.. Glendon Gabbard, work.
I was lucky. I had walked into
the rehearsal of a scene with the
two leads, Phyllis ·Bartges as
Lady and Jeff Hendricks as Val.
Plopping down on a conven
ient rolled up rug, I watch.ed the
Chicago director in action. He
interrupted the players rarely,
and just to change the blocking
where and when the actors move.
REHEARSING here takes
a
lot of imagination, I thought, as
there were few meaningful props
besides Val's guitar.
After watching this a while, I
visited the costume crew, which
at the moment consisted of Doug
Koertge, faculty member, who
said the cast . was wearing most
ly their own clothes.
"We just have to make the
stuff for 'old weird Carol,' " he
said, referring to Jerri Straka's
role as Carol Cutrere, the ex
hibitionist who wears a silver
Photo by Mi)<e Baldwin
trench coat-with a difficult-to
c0nst:r.uct belt.
I WALKED out as he was
muttering, "Only God can make
Crew member Cynthia Bur·
a belt."
gin concentrat�s on construct·
Meanwhile back in the theatre
Ing a pal m tree for the set of
upstairs, the faithful crew, dres
·sed in their oldest paint-splatter"Orpheus Descending."
By Cathy Jo laD�me

E

ed clothes, sawed, hammered,
and, with admirable aplomb,
made a palm tree. So much for
"fragile" coeds.
New set designer Ed Pisoni
was indistinguishable from his
crew as he scurried from electric
saw to palm-tree makers, super
vising and working with them.
rehearsed on stage
the
Monday
before
Friday's
opening night, thus giving the
crew a week and a half to con
struct a set including a stair
way, a mercantile store, dress
forms, overhead fan-and; of
course, the palm tree.
Thinking the crew might feel
they were in a pretty unglaTHE CAST

morous position - making the
stage, not being on it-I ques
tioned two of them.
"We love it," chorused Laurie
Crane and Donata Defilippi in
unison. Laurie added, "It's part
and parcel of the theatre. There
is more to it than acting."
LYNN Hostetter, in charge of
props, said, "We may be told
to find something like a dress
dummy and cover it on a few
hours notice. It's quite exdting,
though."
As I left the production area,
I heard Pisoni instructing some
of the crew to ask proprietors of
restaurants, etc., to loan signs
for the weekend. The race was

on-again.
Returning Thursday evening,
I discovered that a final dress
rehearsal was being held as a
perfomiance for the Band Camp;.
WHEN THE play began, Gab
bard led me to his office for an
interview.
He lauded Sickinger as "one
of the best directors I've ever
seen." Thep. he praised the 27
students in Company '67 as "a
great bunch of kids-a hard
working, cohesive group, and
friendly."

He explained that he had been
casting for the second play,
"Dark of the Moon," (July 14,
(Continued on page 5)

·

.. rs."<.....J
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oi

..i.
i

·

Sheltering Palm

Photo by Betty O'Neal

The Work 'Goes On
Undau nted by the crew still perfectin g
the set, Lady (Phyllis Bartges- black dress)
rehearses a tense scene with Val (Jeff Hendricks

-far right) a few nights before the opening of
the production. the tight schedule results i n
cast a n d crew being o n stage t o t h e last m i n ute.
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Athletic Aid Or Stadium?
President Quincy Doudna has said that
he does not want to make any decision on
a new stadium until he is sure the students
want one. His reason is that the students
will commit themselves, if they approve,
to a raise in student fees. The cost would
be approximately $4.25 per quarter per stu-.
dent.
The question of �hether the cost could
be lowered remains to be answered when
Doudna hears from the architects.
ONE QUESTION arises, however. Are
the students going to pay for a stadium or
aid for athletics? We doubt that they
would be willing to accept the significant
rise in fees that would be necessary to cov
er both aid and a stadium.
Half-ride aid for athletes at Eastern
·would cost about $4 per quarter per student
also. This would amount to a rise in fees

$8

for athletics for both.
And other recipients of student fees
have similarly been asking for increased
funds.
CHOICES MUST be made with caution
to avoid a staggering student fee bill for
the student.
Aid to athletes is more immediate, the
stadium more lasting. Many present stu
dents here would not get much use from
the stadium and only the athletes get di
rect benefit from aid.
WE FEEL that other possibilities
investigated
be
for use of fees should
more thoroughly first, and if the decision
is still for further spending for athletics,
the money should go for aid.
What spectator facilities we have at
the present are not being used to capacity
except at Homecoming.
of

·

Photo by Gary Anni.

Hours System HaS Problems

Locked Out

I

Student leaders on campus this sum
mer are working toward a solution of the
problem of women's hours at Eastern.
We would like to take this time to
point out some of the reasons why the pres-·
ent regulations for women students should
be liberalized.
FIRST, A great number' of students
are dissatisfied with the present system.
SARIA took a survey that showed 66 per
cent of the women were in favor of chang
es. With such a high percentage of women
dissatisfied, eventual change is inevitable.
A number of women are active in the
atre, student publications and other activ
ities that require many evening hours of
work. Last spring when the Warbler staff
was completing work on the 1967 annual,
special late leaves had to be applied for.
This summer the women in ·summer
theatre are similarly hampered in their
work schedules because of hours r-egula
tions.
This should not be necessary.
·

NO ONE likes to live in a prison, and
the hours regulations, especially in resi
dence halls, make life from the "witching
hour" on very much like prison life. It
is very frustrating not to be able to have a
cup of coffee or take a walk because the
doors are locked.
Women report that frequently the
vending machines run out of choices and
change, so often the women go to bed hun
gry.

In one case a woman living in one of
the residence halls was visited by a male
friend from Chicago. She wanted to take
a late leave to have a longer visit with her
friend, but it was past the deadline for late
leaves.
SHE WAS told by the residence hall
director that she could not have a late
-leave, but she could take out an overnight.
Such a suggestion makes the whole
system utter folly.
Changes are obviously needed, and the
time to make them is now.

The Panther Lair terrace is empty. But is it because of the
heat? Or is it the "atmosphere" created by "Exit Only'' doon
which lock shut?

A "limpsr ...
At UJ4r Just
40 Years Ago
In an effort to make these
six weeks a most enjoyable term
for all those who are here, the
school has secured the services
of Miss Florence Scott as direct
or of recreation.
*

*

University Has Old Code
The student handbook states that stu
dents are expected to follow standards of
public and private behavior which will re
flect favorably on the university.
IN REGARD to student dress the
handbook outlines dress standards that
were agreed upon and recommended to an·
students by the Student Senate and the Ad
ministrative Council.

was to promote neat appearance and dis
courage slovenliness. There is . nothing
wrong with this.
change. Shorts,
But clothing styles
for example, are worn much more common
ly than they were at the time that the pres
ent dress regulations were formulated.
IF THE university feels it is. neces
sary to maintain policies toward student
behavior such as dress regulations, the ad
ministration should revise them regularly
to approximate general attitudes of good
taste..
We feel the dress standards should be
J
reviewed.

One of those bodies, the Student Sen
.:Bte, no longer agrees to them�
We f-eel that these recommendations
for the image of the university and the stu
dent are overly conservative.
THE IDEA of the dress regulations
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Some 600 students who had
paid activity fees for all three
quarters last year did not pick up
their 1967 Warblers, according
to 1967 Warbler
Mike
editor
Baldwin.
"I can't understand why any
student who pays for something
wouldn't take a little trouble to
come and pick it up," he said.
"OF COURSE a number of
student
were
students
these
teaching spring quarter," he add
ed. "We've had quite a few of
them in this summer 'to pick up
their books."
Students can still pick up
Warblers by coming down to the
Eastern News office in Pem Hall
Basement.
·

*

*

This Monday afternoon there
is to be a picnic in the woods
one and a half miles southwest
of the college. A program of
suitable games has been made
ready. .
*

*

THERE IS a lot of talk about
the younger generation, as if a
younger generation had just .
happened. What a shock to find
that youngesters fought all the
wars, that they always annoyed
people who had stopped grow
ing, that they invented the great

dreams of the world as well aa
the high hurdles.
*

*

*

Such wee.ping and wailing aal
gnashing of teeth as was heRlt
Thursday evening when it was
discovered that the prized orth0oo
phonic would not play. Someollf
asked if the record had worn out.
*

*

*

It was announced at the Union
services Sunday that
church
Judge Bruce of Chicago is to
speak on campus Sunday evenint!
at 7:30 on the topic, ."Crime, Its
Cause And Its Cure."
JUDGE BRUCE has an envia·
ble record as a judge in North
Dakota and in Chicago.

20 Years Ago
The Junior English exam is to
be given Thursday, July 10� The
was made by
announcement
Howard DeF. Widger.
*

*

*

Social Science Forum group
will continue to meet during the
summer. William Bloch, Foruna
President for '47-48, announ ceil
that the first meeting will be
held in Old Aud June 20.
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Across The Tables

Cupid Sparks Love In The Cafeteria
First off, students reported
that they were embarrassed by
the whistling if they sat incor
rectly, even though a sign out
side informed them that they
did not have to follow the new
policy.
"WE'RE FROM the south,"
teased one group of drawling
"angels," "and we won't sit on
the north!"

By Judy Kallal
The food service was "where
the boys meet the girls" last
week as Thomas and Andrews
Hall Social Committees attempt
ed to play Cupid.
A trial seating arrangement
used for the
evening
meal
&rought th� issue of sex integra
tration to the tables--or rather
aeross them. Men were directed
to sit on the south and east sides
of the cafeteria tables while
women were seated on the north
and west sides.
THE WHISTLE literally blew
on those who failed to comply
with the social ruling, aimed at
�ducating
the
dining
hall.
Monitors tweeted loudly as mis
takes wer
. e made, calling a fair
degree of attention to the non
eomformists
disobeying
the
rules.
Sex integration had been an
issue since the cafeteria first
opened its doors to summer
students last year. Coeds and
men banned together-at oppo
site poles that first season.
IT WAS reported in the News
at the time that "few men and
coeds dare to venture across the
room and the (knock, knock) in
visible shield to share eating
time with a friend of the oppo
site sex."
Last week's social experiment
was only slightly" successful.

Mitchell Given Task
Ray Page, superintendent of
public instruction, has asked T.
F. Mitchell,
University Union
director, to revise the official
liandbook and manual dealing
with the public school lunch pro
gram.
The 184-page manual will be
tompletely rewritten by Mit<:hell.

One coed reported that a group
of Roman Catholic. nuns, resi
dents of Ancjrews, allegedly sat
on the men's side by accident.
One man was brash enough to
explain to the women that they
were seated incorrectly.

Equipment Here
For IBM Change
Booth Library i s now housing
two terminals, parts of the IBM
system' to which the library is
converting this year, according
to Roscoe F. Schaupp, director
of library services. The conver
sion is anticipated in August.
·

The terminals will be used in
the circulation
department to
check books out.
Records of
names and books checked out will
be kept in the Data Processing
Center's computer. A list will
be'.sent of the books daily to the
library.
One slot in the machines will
be for the new ID cards recent
ly made. The other will be for
IBM punchcards in the books.
These cards were
inserted in
every library book last
year,
partly with volunteer student
help.
Knowledge is power, if
you
know ·it about the right person.
-Ethel Watts Mumford.

For Complete Confidential Service

"I don't know what the nun
said to him, but he turned red,"
the coed told her friends.
IN THE lineup for trays, re
assurance was the key as one
student informed a shy fellow,
"Sitting with her- doesn't mean
you'll marry her."
One group of coeds timed their
entry to the cafeteria in hopes
of being seated across from the
bachelor assistant
director of
Thomas.
A few coeds shied away from
the lines and seating completely
during
the
Wednesday
and
Thursday
trial
arrangement.
They went hollow-stomached or
phoned local pizza bistros
for
their evening bread and butter
carry-out style.
FOLLOWING
"supper"
the·
nine floors of Andrews rocked
with chatter as women waited
for the elevator and exchanged
comments about their
friends
across the tables.
Observations
ranged
from
"Boy, what a stupid idea-I think
he'll call me," to "This isn't the
way boy really meets girl."
Many of those disinterested in
the social plan were not genuine
ly interested in male contacts,
The married wonren, the engagd
and pinned coeds felt "out of
place."
ONE WOMAN felt the idea
was a leftover from "the broom
dance at junior high parties."
"You can't match
up
two
dorms of college kids when half
of them are already going with
somebody. It's asinine," another
coed emphatically stated.
LATER THAT evening in• the
long, thin corridors in Andrews,
a few phones jangled in rooms.
"Hello. Oh, hi. Were you the
one with the glasses-or the long
hair? Aw, nothing. Just French.
At 9? Sure! . .. "

Social Police
"Hands across the table only, sirl"

Japanese Fil·m To Be Shown
"Seven Samurai," a Japanese
art film sponsored by the Union
Board, will be shown at 4 p.m.
and 7 p.m. tomorrow in the Li
brary Lecture R oom.
The second of the summer art
film series,
"Seven
Samurai"
(translated as "The Magnificent
Seven") won the Lion of St.
Ma:tk Award at the Venice Film
Festival in 1954.
ITS DIRECTOR, Agira Kuro
saua, is an internationally known
director who has produced such
famous movies as "Rash-Mon,''

"Throne of Blood" and "The ;Bad
Sleep Well."
Considered. by many to be the
fi 1 m
masterpfeee,
Japanese
"Seven Samurai" is a raging
sensuous epic, lauded as a per
fect example of a .Hollywood
Western. The film's plot consists
of the defense of a 16th century
village by seven recruited, pro
fessional soldiers.
Regina Czar, director of the
art film program, said that two
other films· of the series will bet
shown July 13 and July 27. Ad
mission is free at all showings.
·

Now
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Senate Advisers Involved In Campus Problems
advisers are elected
by the senate each spring quar
ter when the newly-elected stu
dent body officers .start their
terms.
For
all
practical
purposes,
however, senate advisers are se
lected by the new Student Body
President. Except in rare cases,
the senate ratifies his choice as
a matter of routine.
Jim Edgar, now president of
the student body, has recently
criticized administrative policies
concerning
language
require
ments, women's hours and the
general atmosphere of the uni
versity.
SENATE

By Steve Fox
If current student political un
rest continues, Parviz Chahbazi
and Joe Connelly could become
controversial
figures
on
this
campus.
Chahbazi, head of the psycho
logy department, and Connelly,
an assistant professor of politi
cal science, are the Student Sen
ate advisers thr9ugh p.ext win
ter quarter.

CHAHBAZI
and
Connelly,
therefore, are naturally placed
in the position of having to com
ment on the actions of the sen
ate's spokesman and leader.

f1ffi:l'

Aarticulbr

Both men have been active in
Democratic P1J,rty politics, Chah
bazi as a Democratic county
committeeman in Michigan and
Connelly as a former state rep
resentative in Illinois.

ing university restriction of stu
dent rights.
He said that the students, in
effect, should say to the admin
istration, ''Look, we are human
beings-not children, but adults.
Treat us as adults."
The Persian professor is a man
who allows his students to smoke
in class and wear anything they
want, and who thinks the Union
should serve beer and that Ru
dolph D. Anfinson should resign
from either the draft board or
his position as Dean of Student
Personnel Services.

HOWEVER, Connelly is still
a local political
figure,
while
Chahbazi has divorced himself
from party. politics since com
ing to Eastern.

Chahbazi thinks that students
should be pushy
in
attaining
their desired goals. If student
goals conflict with administra
tive policies, then an. "alliance"
between student power groups
should be formed to push for
those goals.
head
warned of the consequences of
the
administration
squelching
student protest. "I hope we don't
wait until
responsible
student
leaders are pushed out by irre
sponsible oneS--:the
ones
that
would start riots," he said.
THE

PSYCHOLOGY

·

ALTHOUGH he thinks Anfin
son is "a wonderful man who has
the students' interests at heart,"
Chahbazi said anyone
holding
positions with both the u�iver
sity and the draft board has too
much power over the students.
The great ideal, Chahbazi said
is personal communication be
tween students and faculty, and
between students and adminis
trators. . This yet-to-be
accom
plished goal would bring easier
solutions to current problems.
"I SEE NO reason why the·
students can't bring these mat
ters before the administration "
he said. "We could facilitate th e
university
as
an
institution
where the students and the ad
ministration can get together.
That is the purpose of educa
tion."

Young people, he said, should
have hopes, aspirations and am
bitions, and a university atmos
phere should be favorable for
developing those qualities.
CHAHBAZI has
been
very
outspoken, especially at the last
two senate meetin_gs, in criticiz-

ONE HO UR F�ARTINIZING
Cert ifies

He admits that
his involve
ment in student politics in such
a manner could be dangerous.
But Chahbazi says that one must
often sacrifice for what he be
lieves in, and "what I am sacri
ficing now is my security."
Connelly agrees with most of
Edgar's criticisms of the admin
istrative policies, but doesn't al
ways agree with his conclusions.
He also has reservations about a
student push for power.
THE
LANGUAGE
require-

THE MOS T IN D RY CLEANING
Open: 7-5:30 6 Days

-61 6 6th Street

S TO P ' N'

GO

·S lo p In A lCharles ton's Newest
Convenience Store.
Open 7 Days a Week - 7 a.m.-11 p.m.

S C H M I DT ' S

At the corner of Lincoln· and Division

DR I V E I N
.

COMING SOON!

80 Designs Available

$1.00

Open 6:00 a.m.

"Charleston's Quality
Drive In"
JCT 1 6 & 1 30

345-6054

Mar-Chris Campus Shop

added that such a project would
cost each student nearly $15 a
quarter.
"You need
one thing more
than another, but you can't aI
ford it. So you take the other:'
Doudna explained.
Action will be taken- on two
additional projects approved by
the board. A 64-unit two-stOJI
apartment complex for marri41
students and remodeling of the
old gymnasium in Pem Hall to
house the textbook library weri
approved.
BIDS WERE ·received yeste�
day for the student apartmeJtl
and will be let sometime next
month for construction of the
complex to be located north of
the present one-story apartme(ll
complex and west of the new
Charleston Methodist Churc h.
He said that the one and two
bedroom apartments
will rent
for $77.50 and $87.50 per month
when they are ready for occu•
pancy in the fall of 1968.
The rental, Doudna said, re
flects a $5 ' per month incre aat
in apartment rentals which will
involve all of the apartmentll in

1968.

ATKINS, BARROW and Gra
ham are also working with the
old Pem Hall Gym to remodtl
it into/ a new two-story textbool
library that would pave the war
for elimination of the orie-s�
concrete
block
buildin&1
oa
Seventh Street.
Doudna said that the univlJlll
sity will begin working. · witlt
architects this summer, but tha\
any further action dependeai on
how long it will take them to
complete their plans.
Use of the old gym for a text..
book library replaces. an earliel
idea of using space under the
proposed stadium.
When the space taken up
the old block building is clear
Doudna
said
that long-ra
plans call for future construe
on the site.

�

ments are a problem, Connell
admits. "Many students are leav•
ing the B.A. program to go to a
B.S. in Education because of the
language requirements."
"Many
education
studen tl
don't want to teach, and I ima
gine the · education departmtll
doesn't particularly want them."
he continued.
·

Edgar's impression that "goof
young faculty are leaving" be
cause Eastern is a teacher's col·
lege instead· of . a universitt ii
off-base, according to ConneJPI
"WE HA VE a remarkablf. low
turnover here," he said afi
rate of faculty who leave.
the ones who have left, "no o
that I've heard has given that
a reason."
Like most faculty mem
Connelly believes, he is not fa
liar with nor particularly in
ested in the women's hours co
troversy.
He does believe
it is "the senate's responsib'
to do something about it if th
is a problem.
On the subject of stud
power alliances, particular�
currently discussed alliance
tween the senate and SA
(Students Advocating a Res
sible Intellectual Atmosph
Connelly said such a rela
ship "could be healthy."
"SARIA
IS in a forma '
stage. As yet they don't k
(Continued on page

26t"x40"
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H.l.S. FOR HER
WRANGLER
SHIPMATE
- AILEEN KNITS
AND SWIMSUITS BY DARLENE
Photo by Gary Annis

Building Ta kes Shape

Summer Hours

Work i s rapidly progressing o n t h e addi
tion to Booth Library despite frequent interrup
tions by summer rains. The addition, pictured
in the artist's sketch (top) and under construe-

•

tion, is one of four building projects now un
derway on campus. The others a re a high-rise
addition to Lincoln and Douglas Halls, Lawson
Hall and an addition to Coleman Hall.

Chahbozi And Connelly
( Continued from page 6}

what they're doing or where
they're going. The senate should
be a vehicle for SARIA to use,"
Connelly said.
·
Actual student power is another matter. "I think the ad
ministration welcomes student
opinion," Connelly said. "But I
cannot see undergraduate stu
dents as having a major decid
ing voice in college affairs."
Connelly expressed disapprov
al of SARIA chairman Dave
Reif's idea that the only func
tion of the university is to main
tain the physical plant, and that
the administration should have

nothing to do with the student's
life outside of direct relation
ships with the university.
"THAT MAY be his
point," Connelly said, "but
not the viewpoint of . the
ents, the taxpayers or the
legislature."

view
it is
par
state

In the last two weeks, East
ern has been embroiled in a con
troversy over student rights. It
is only summer, and the influx
of more students in the fall may
enlarge the controversy. As Stu
dent Senate advisers, Parviz
Chahbazi and Joe Connelly will
be two faculty members in _ the ·
middle of that controversy.

G r e e n

'
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•
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•
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•
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New Chevrolets
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Bekki White Leaves For 'Miss. Illinois' Competition
By Judy Kallal
"I can't believe it's real,''
c:rried pretty Bekki White last
April 1.
The
raven-haired
Eastern
beshman at the time· was being
crowned Miss Charleston.
A rhinestone tiara on her head
and long-stemmed red roses in
her arms, the 19-year old coed
tearfully walked the ramp as
photographers crowded in for
pictures.

with state authorities about the
pageant.
Recently she received
a p..acket of instructions with the
complete contest schedule.
"I THINK the whole week is
a test of the fittest," Bekki says.
"We aren't allowed to miss a
thing. We just can't. There isn't
a minut'e to spare."
Beauty sleep will be at a mini
mum during the event. According
to schedule, Bekki rises in time

for 6:30 a.m. breakfast on Satur
day, the height of the pageant.
After a day of "wrap up" for
the evening contest, she will eat
dinner at 4 :30 p.m., then com
plete
dressing
and
arrange
ments before the 8 p.m. pageant,
which is to be televised state
wide, begins.

"Connie, a senior music maj
or at Eastern, will be my ac
companist, too, and she will be
keeping a notebook of my activ
ities throughout the week."
In her suitcase Bekki is tak
ing a good luck charm, a pair
of shoes she wore in the Miss
Charleston Pageant.

CONNIE Anderson,
Bekki's
older sister, will be chaperone
for the pageant.

PINK MAY also turn out to
be a good omen for dark-eyed
Bekki. In all her meetings with
the judges Bekki will wear pink.
Her formal for the evening gown
competition will be pink . with a
satin bodice, empire waist and
semi-train.
Bekki has spent considerable
time planning hairdos for each
event. "But we have to find
hairdressers when we get there
and make our own appoint
ments."
In further preparation for the
event, Bekki has visited other
pageants in the state, attended
banquets and just recently was
in the National Appaloosa Par
ade in Charleston.

BEKKI WHITE realizes now
that everything that happened
was real as will be her upcom
ing competition in the Miss Illi
nois. P ageant.
Next Monday "after the hair
dresEers' " Bekki leaves Charles
ton with a chaperone ·and a
chauffeur for the July 3-8 page
ant in Aurora.
"I was just thin.king. In a week
I'll be there."
Bekki, through the help of her
mana:ger, Woody
Kramer
of
Charleston, has "kept in touch"
·

Clark's
Cleaners ·

La ke Bea uty

7 4 1 6th St.

Bekki was a "Lake Cha rleston Catch" in the spring when
she was one of the "decorations" on a News picture page. I n
Aurora Bekki will suit up again for swimsuit com petition. ,

Charleston , Ill.
.

.

.

Dial 5-43 1 3
We honor Midwest Credit
Ca rds.
Pkk

up and delivery daily

HER TALENT performance,
"Much More," a dialogue, song
and dance specialty from the
musical, "Fantasticks," is · being
polished these days, too.
The Charleston coed's private
life has changed little since the
glamour of the local pageant.
When Bekki isn't at Eastern at
tending a 12-hour course in sum
mer theatre, she's working at her
weekend job at Covalt's Drug
Store on the square.
Her new identity has not tak
en over. "I'm proud to be Miss
Charleston, but I also like being
Bekki White,'' she insists.
BEKKI IS already packing her
clothes-mentally at least - for
the trip. "I'd like to get every
thing together and have a couple
of days to collect myself."
When the best wishes of Char
leston and Eastern send her off,
Bekki knows her hardiest sup-

. . . ·..·- ···-'-

.

·-

..

,,
�
,,.

Really Real
. Bekki is crowned by K
Oros McKee, Miss Illinois
1965.

•

port will come from the home
front from her parents, the Rn.
and Mrs. Max White and her fo•
brothers and two sisters.

·
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Graduate Student Philosophizes O_n Campus Life
By Gayle Payne

"It's pretty hard to go to col
lege and get an education at the
same time," was the opening line
of an article which appeared in
1962 and which Elliot Ewoldt
Ji.as been carrying in his wallet
ever since.
AFTER
COMPLEITING
his
degree
in
history,
tltasters
;Ewoldt will shortly be leaving
l:astern. Few people will miss
film, and even fewer understood
him. Some might term him a
�deep thinker." He calls him
self a "bar stool orator."
To talk with Ewoldt, you have
to think, or at least become stim
'1lated, The sad part is that not
�ough people are willing to lis
ten to him or anyone else who
has something worth saying.

According to him, there is "a student or a teacher, few people
definite lack of intensity" on . are listening. Perhaps the most
campus. There exists what he
important part of a whole lec
terms a "pseudo-coolness" on the
ture comes just when the dismis
part of the students and the
sal bell rings.
teachers. No one tries to be him
For the first time, a student
self, to be an individual. "Stu may actually be involved when
dents aren't searching for know
the bell interrupts him. Is any
ledge. They want a grade."
one listening'? No. All the stu
dents can do is rustle their coats
THEY DON'T think for them
and books and think to them
selves because they are afraid
selves, "Why can't he be quiet so
of being ridiculed for ideas that
I can get out of here 'l "
may be a little different from
those of other students or teach
ers around them.
"You can't be open if the in
dividuals around you are not
open and you can't be open on a
campus that doesn't allow it,
either."
One wonders why it seems the
few times when something im
portant is being said either by a

• As Schemes Become Rea l it
( Continued from page 3 )
15, 1 7 and 18 ) all during the past
'.Week.
"WE TRY to plan a produc
tion as a unit," Gabbard said.
"The cast starts learning lines
Immediately, then we _ work on
�locking at the same time we
plan costumes and set."
I asked if Gabbard felt the
quality of the plays was marred
jn the summer because of the
ght schedule.
"Sometimes
yes,
sometimes
no," he said. "The concentrated
time the kids spend often makes
it better 'in the summer. Every
one gets immersed."
MOST SUMMER theatre stu11ents enroll for one other course
or none at all. They can take
eight hours credit and work 24
}J.ours a week, or 12 hours credit
and work 36 hours a week.
As I left Gabbard, he hurried
to the balcony-to watch his
"kids" in action.
Friday afternoon, only a few
hours before the opening, I
found set designer . Pisoni on
stage encouraging members of
his crew who were mopping the
stage floor. "Very go.o d," he in
toned gleefully.
A MEMBER of the lighting
crew, Dan Bruneau, was shout
ing directions from the stage
to another member, Jane Carey,
who was in the control booth
situated high in the balcony.
Curious about how long it
takes to apply stage make-up, I
lquestioned Bruneau, ' who also
ihas a part in the play. "Usually
they'll start about 7 p.m. for an
8 p.m. performance," he said,
"but they'll begin at 6 or 6 :30

�

y

p.m. if the make-up's difficult."
Comparing this to how long it
takes some girls, I was quite
amazed at the thespians' speed.
AS I WAS leaving the back
stage area, I heard some of the
crew discussing their roles as
usherettes that night, and wonder
ing how they would ever get
their nails clean enough again to
be presentable.
"It's an impossible task," they
wailed.
But I knew they could do it.
By this time, I didn't think there
was anything they couldn't do.
Hope - and miracles - spring
eternal in Company '67.

and
KNOWLEDGE
DOES
learning have to stop with the
ring of a bell? It shouldn't, ac
cording to Ewoldt. "It is at this
point that.the student must real
ize that his formal education has
limitations.
"If he got involved once, he
can ·get involved again. Surely
the system is wrong, but this
piece of insight cannot and
should not be eyed as an alibi.
Individualism takes guts.''
TOO MANY students are com
ing out of college with a piece of
paper called a diploma. The stu
dent is hollow and the paper
means little.
Ewoldt believes that college
should be a period of time when
a . person finds himself : "a time
when a person thrives on new
ideas and thoughts and is aware
of all he can grasp that is hap
pening in the world around him.
It is a time to find your own per
sonal philosophy of life."
I asked Ewoldt what his per
sonal philosophy was. He looked
at me for a moment and replied,
"To be myself and to accept all
that might eventually encom
pass."
AS TO WHAT Ewoldt will do

No Rel i ef Ahea d
For A-E B u i ld i ng

with his future, this· could not be
pinpointed. He hopes to write
some day, but isn't sure exactly
what he will write.
"It's like painting a picture.
You don't know what it will be
until you actually start doing
it."
He talks of traveling and men
tions New York but isn't defin
ite about his plans. "I want to
learn more about life and peo
ple," �e states.

There will be no air-condition
ing in the new Applied Arts and
Education Building this summer,
according to President Quincy
Doudna.
Doudna said that the installa
tion of air-conditioning in the
new building was considerably
delayed because of financial dif
ficulties encountered by one of
the contractors involved.
Doudna said that 15 to 20
classes had been moved from
the building to other locations
through the office of Glenn D.
Williams, _dean of student aca
demic services.

'Vehicle' Needs
Man uscripts, A rt
Students wishing to contribute
manuscripts or art work for the
fall edition of the Vehicle should
bring their materials to Pem
Hall BasementL according to
Janet Nelch, Vehicle co-editor.
If enough student contribu
tions are received, the Vehicle
editors plan to publish three
issues in 1967-68, one per quar
ter.

Is it
Is it
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Greek Weekend Slated
Eastern's 14 Greek organiza
tions will hold their annual
homecoming summer
weekend
next week, July 14-16.
During the summer months the
five sororities and nine frater
nities are not officially active.

typewriter?
a tackle box?
a

BOWL
In air conditioned comfort
Open bowling day and night

Moonlight Bowling
EVE RY SATU RDAY
1 1 P.M.
I A.M.
Get a team and sign up for fall leagues
now.

BEL-AIRE LANES
1 Block North of Wilb Walkers

OPEN 7 - 7
Home Style Dinners
Evening Specials

•

•

Homemade Pies

" P R ESTO

•

T-BONE OR FILET MIGNON DINNERS Sl .60
Steak Basket 80c

Hinged 3 folds up into compact carrying case thafJ ,
:weighs only 37 poun�
straightens up _for
action quick as you can say '"Sea Horset" Take
·your Johnson 3 with a High Thrust. right angle
drive and 3 blade prop or Angle-Matic with Weed..
less prop. Or take yow: 3 straight with same model
I
selection.
•

·

YOUR SUPPLIES FO R: REV LON, FABER GE, C LAI ROL,
ENGLISH LEATHE R PRODUCTS

W ol f I ' s

NORTH SIDE OF SQUA RE
AD 5-782 1

•
·•
•
•

•

I

•

r

Integral fuel tank \
50 to 1 gas/oil mix '
Ful l corrosion protection
15" sailing extension
accessory

_

TWO VEAR
WARRANTY

'P U T A SEA HORSE IN YO UR SA IL B OA 1

McArthur . Enterprises
I 00 I

LINCOLN TRAIL
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1 6 Faculty Visit For Quarter
President Quincy Doudna re
cently released the names .of 16
visiting faculty members who
are here for all or part of sum
mer quarter. Following are their
names, departments they have
temporarily joined, and schools
from which they came :
.
.Joseph R.
Andrews-Faculty
for Professional
Education Dowagiac Public Schools, Dowa
giac, Mich.; Rollin M. Barber
soeiology, anthropology,
Milli
kin University, Decatur;
WILLIAM H. Fisher-Facul-

·

ty for Professional Education Texas Western College, El Paso,
Tex. ; Samuel F. Harby-Educa
tional Media Institute-Univer
sity of Miami, Coral Gables, Fla. ;
Ruth Hawkins-N.D.E.A. In
stitute-Oakland
School, Oak
land; Virgil A. Kellogg-Educa·
tional Media Institute - Irwin
Community Schools, Irwin, Ia.;
Daniel J. Koenig-sociology,
anthropology-:University of Illi
nois, Urbana ; Kit G. Machado
history-University of Missouri,
Columbia, Mo.;

What's the Bee in Your Bonnet these days? (Aside from
keeping your mind on your studies when· its too d-hot!)
You may find a book on it (anywhere from cool guitar via
hot rods to you name it) at

THE LINCOLN BOOK SHOP
"Across from Old Main"

Ju nior Injured
In Auto Accident

M. ISMAEL Khin Maung sociology, anthropology- Ham
line University, St. Paul, Minn. ;
Wilhelm K. Mayer---1:!ducational
psychology and guidance-Uni
versity of Florida, Gainesville,
Fla. ;
David Moore - Educational
Media Institute-Moulton Junior
High School, Shelbyville ; Robert
Sickinger-theater arts - Hull
House
Association,
Chicago
(guest director for one produc
tion ) ;
TRUMAN P .
Smith-Audio
Visual Center-MacArthur High
School, Decatur ; Sister Mary R.
Stalzer-Educational Media In
stitute--Nazareth Academy, La
Grange Park;
Norman ·A. Strader-Educa
tional Media Institute-Charles
ton Community Schools, Charles
ton; Paul Lewis Ward---1:!duca
tional psychology and guidance
-University of Nevada, Reno,
Nev. .
'

Say U.N .C.L. E. , Winnie Ille ·Pu, or (for the more conserva
tive) cool it with the Complete Jane Austin!) Whatever
YOUR butterfly (forgive us Mr. Teale) you can net it (or
order it) 10-3 daily Saturday 1 2-4.

The efficiency of our criminal
jury system is only marred by
the difficulty of finding 12 men
every day who don't 'know any
thing and can't read. - Mark
Twain

DYNACHROME 126
COLOR SLIDE FIL"
ASA 64
20-exposure cartridge
Processing Included

$ 2 90

·

New higher-speed color film

• • •

The film

so

Miss Bigard, a secondary edu
cation major, sustained a frac
tured neck when the car in which
she was a passenger went out .of
control and struck a culvert
south of Palestine.
DOCTORS indicate that she
will be in traction in the Terre
Haute hospital for three to four
weeks and will then be in a body
cast for three to four months. .
Her mother, Mrs. Eugene Bi
gard, is also a student at East
ern, majoring in elementary ed
ucation.

Piano Recital Friday
Mildred L. Beckemeyer will
perform at a grad uate piano
recital at 8 p.m. Friday in
the Fine Arts Theatre.
Miss &ckemeyer will play
selections from Bach, Schu
mann, Ravel and Bartok.

503 Jeffer son

3m

good you forget it costs less

10.

NOBLE FLOWER SHOP

•

for all instant-loading cameras.
Oynachrome

Sandra
Bigard,
20,
junior
from Willow Hill, has been ad
mitted to Union
Hospital
in
Terre Haute, where she is re
covering from injuries received
in an automobile accident June

Ju st North of the Post Office

BERTRAM STUDIO

Phone DI 5-7007

WEST SIDE SQUARE

FUN-IN· THE-SUN SPECIALS
Sea & Ski Suntan Lotion Regl 1 .44
NOW 1 .29
QT Suntan Lotion Reg. 2.55
NOW 2.21
Oopperlone Suntan Lotion or Oil
NOW 1 .31
Solarcaine Spray Reg. I 195
NOW I 166
Noxzema Gream or Lotion Reg.· I .OD
NOW 92c
Johnson's Baby Oil Reg. 59c
NOW 49c
Rayex Sunglasses
�S LOW AS 88c
_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_ ..

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_ _

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

Praise Given
To Prof's Life

By Ed Stried
"A college professor leads tht
greatest life in the world."
This is the firm · convictio• of
Arthur D. Browne, associate
fessor of the Illinois Board·
Higher Education.
BEFORE COMING to IllinoJll
Browne was a college profe84
for 10 years. He taught psyc119'
logy at the University of Denvtt
Syracuse University, and Bril"
ham Young University.
In an interview Browne remle
nisced about his career on the
college campus.
"The college professor is on
his own f.or the most pa l't.t He
can appro.ach his work ii a
variety of ways, and he doesn't.
have to be confined by routin..

p1

"HE IS NEAR a varietal Ii
cultural opportunities. Most col
leges present outstanding. pro.
grams in music, drama, and art,
he continued.
"A' college library is at hil
disposal, which allows him to
keep his mind keen in areu
other than his specialty.
"And he can be aroW1d young
people," he concluded.
BROWNE HAS served the
state in his present capaci� for
10 years, and he is quick to adll
that he finds his work stimui.1
ing and rewarding.
He still claims college te•
ing as his first love. He indi�
ed that he would like to go back:
to teaching some day. Howe'lll
he doesn't see a change in hil
immediate future.
. "I JUST can't go back te
teaching because of the mollfl
angle," he said. "I am makitil
twice as much here as I co•
teaching. And with a famil)'
large as mine, that's pretty into
portant."
Browne lives with_ his wife d
five children in Springfiel<W

Other Special Buys This Week!
·

Polaroid Swinger Film
ONLY 1 .88 Roll

500 Sheet Notebook

AG- I Flashbulbs
1 .33 pkg.

NOW ONLY l3c pkg.

Filler - Reg. 98c

_

BATTERIES - SAVE!
"0" and "D" Size Regs 25c ea.
9 Voll Batteries Reg. 69c ea.
"AA" Batteries Regll· 25c ea.
_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

Sudden Beauty Hair Spray
Regular 1 .01 each
Now Only - 2 for 1 .33
Limit Two
88c each

_

_

_

_

_

4 for ll c
38c ea.
4 for &&c
_

Save On BIO Pens!
2 Medium Point and I Ex.
Fine Point Reg. 8lc 3lc
6 Med. Point Pen
Reg. 1 . 1 4
66c
_

_

_

_

_

New Masters Acylic Paints Are Now
REDUCED ONE· THIRD !
Prices Start As Low As 34c A Tube.

Regular 85c
Now Only 63c

_

Colgate Aerosol Spray Deodorant
Regular 89c each
2 of I .OD
Limit Two

ATTENTION ART STUDENTS!

Ultra Brite Tooth Paste

D

EXTRA SPECIAL!
Large Beach Towels
Quantity Limited
I a38 each
Limit One

LE'

OPEN UNTIL 8:00 P.M. WEEKDAYS

I
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Zoo Housed I n Rese rve Libra ry

Redheaded Chick
Tel ls Dental Woes
Man does not fear the atomic
bomb as greatly as he fears a
'Visit to the dentist.
Evident ly,
there
is nothing
acarier than an air-conditioned
office with plush furniture, pip"
oed-in music .and a staff in whites.
A RED-HEADED chicken like
is more nervous inside a den
tal office than Louis Pasteur's
Wrst patient. When I walk into
the dentist's, my eyes spell panic
' and my goose bumps give birth
to new goose bumps. With the
. butterflies in my stomach, I've a
zoo to care for.
me

Naturally I panicked recently
when I felt a sudden twitch from
a lower tooth. Within a day my
jaw ached and an earache had
added to my misery.
I found myself going to classes
and trying to concentrate on the
lecture with my unhappy teeth
!throbbing. I found myself going
to classes with my chin cupped
in my hand and my fingers strok
ing my sensitive cheek.
I FOUND myself not going to
class. I visited the dentist.
His verdict left me stunned :
my wisdom tooth was the culprit
�nd' would have to be cut out.
Zap.
I developed a sudden interest
in oral surgery. I polled my bud
dies and even pretended to write
a term paper on oral surgery.
"What do they do ? Does it hurt ?
You're sure ?" I drove my friends
tlatty. They insisted it was a
snap.
I EVEN listened to Bill Cos
by's record on having tonsils out.
My teeth burned on gleefully.
Mysteriously, Monday morning
my teeth quit
aching.
I
felt
great. I had an appointment for .
the extraction of
one
wisdom
tooth at Carle Clinic in Cham
:paign. I was too chicken to try to
!chicken out.
Once inside the clinic, knees
buckling,
I
heard the familiar
'strains of "Summer Skies,"
the
sweet, stringed sound favored by
dentists' and doctors' offices a
like. I wished they would play
lsomething a little more realistic
1ike "Alexander's Ragtime Band"
or
maybe
"It's Been A Hard
Day's Night."
I HAD X-rays and consultation
tthat morning. I learned that I
would have three impacted wis
dom teeth out instead of one.
My whole mouth had turned agin
me. I killed the
afternoon - at
Carson's and returned in shock
for surgery. .

At last I heard my name called
and I was led away to one of the
doctor's offices and given a white
hospital gown. It looked like it
belonged to one of the staff and
was slightly swimming below my
knees. I wondered if they'd taken
me for a nurse and wanted me to
help with somebody for a minute.
I had been a candy striper, after
all.
"HOP UP on the table," a
nurse said as I was escorted to
the operating room. "This is it,"
I thought. And a poor advertising
joke ran through my head, "I
dreamed I had oral surgery in
my maidenform . . . "
I climbed onto the table and
was surprised to
find
that
I
could keep my shoes on. I had
naturally supposed that I would
take them off. I was disappoint
ed.
They swathed me in surgical
green from chin to toe and some
one began to lay gauze .strips on
the sheet over my tummy. I
searched helplessly for something
witty-or terribly blase-to say.
The s·urgeon entered.
"THE DOCTOR who examined
me this morning had 22 plaques
on his wall, and you only had
18," I told him. The anesthetist
inserted a needle in my forearm.
I scarcely felt it. "But yours are
bigger," I reported to the sur
geon.
He chuckled. I was pleased. I
·
thought about what a nice docto r
he was to laugh at a joke of
mine. "Everybody was nice," I
thought as things became fuzzy.
I heard this · loud buzzing in my
ear.
"LSD," I thought. "They gave
me LSD ? " Then I faded into the
drone and didn't talk to the sur
geon any more. "Hail Mary. . . . "
THE PILLOW was soft. I hat
ed to leave it. They would be
ready for surgery any minute, I
knew. A nurse called to me and
I looked up and saw all four of
her. "I'm going to be uncon
scious," I thought.
"When are they going to do
it ? " I asked. They already had,
I was told.
"Oh," I said. "Really ?"

AAR

0 N 'S

By Linda Pieper
Have you visited the specimens
at the "campus zoo" lately ?
Step into the Reserve Library
at O ld M ain. Using your ima
gination, you will see these var
ious animals in their intellectual
habitat. The types of anima ls
vary with the
students'
study
habits.
THE TURTLES are those stu
dents found inside their shells
along the sides of the walls. Off
to themselves in individaul desks,
.they study and dream in their
own little world.
Chattering and chirping in the
middle of the room are the birds.
Gathered
around
one
central
table, the flock thrives in num
bers and noise. Usually starting
with one year, they
are
soon
joined by others. Finally with
the whispering and talking, the
birds become a major distrac
tion.
TOW ARD THE back of . the
room the
opossums
sleep.
It
seems as if the quiet atmosphere
and the comfortable, relaxing
couches greatly influence the po
sition of the eyes.
The screeching sound of mon
keys can usually be heard
to
ward the front along the left
wall. These shrill noises
are
actaully the musical sounds of
the tape recorder.
However,
the
inexperienced
music students frequently share
their musical enjoyment with all
their companions by turning the
volume knob.
SCATTERED throughout the
library are the watching cats.
These students, with books open
but with eyes attracted by the
slightest . movement
or
noice,
closely observe bodies going in
out. With the quietness and pa
tience of a cat watching its prey,
they sit for hours.
Finally the zoo contains the
necking giraffes. In such a situa
tion, you will find one female
student leaning on the shoulder
of a male student. (This neck
cannot help becoming cramped ·
trying to rest his head against
hers and read at the same time.)
Intermittently they change posi
tions,
still
maintaining
their
closeness.
THE HEAD zookeeper who re
mains behind the desk feeds the
starving minds of the animals
with tons and tons of books.
Their thirst is quenched at the
hall waterhole after an hour or
hour and a half of activity.
Got a free afternoon or even
ing ? Drop into the "Reserve
Zoo" and look around.

B A R B E R ·S H

President Quincy Doudna has
announced that work is on sched
ule for the completion of Lawson
Hall, the new nine-story women's
residence hall at the south end
of the campus.
The hall, named after former
Dean of Women Elizabeth
K.
Lawson, is scheduled to open to
over 400 women this fall.
DOUDNA SAID that only one
delay had come up so far. Doors
for the wardrobes were late in
arriving.
some
"I presume we'll have
phases unfinished
when school
start s," he
said.
"It's always
that way."

One

of the ha bitants of the

"Zoo" in the Reserve Library

is this sleepy student who is enjoying the comfortable couches
and taking the opportunity to "play possum."

PAGLIAl'S PIZZA
East Lincol n Avenue
*

Serving The Finest In Pizza
*
Fo r Delive ry Service Ca ll 5-3400
- WE DELIVER 4 p . m . - · 1 a . m . Sun day thru Thu rsday
4 p.m.

-

2 a . m . Friday a n d Satu rday

MORE BARGAINS
FROM
BURGER KING !
6 HAMBURGERS
OR
6 HOT DOGS

Across From Pem Hall

Lawson Hall
On Schedule

'Possum'

0P

- THREE BARBERS

My fingers were like frozen
corn curls. You could say I was
nervous.

Photo by Gary Annis

Housewa res ·

Pa ints

Gifts

Pl u m bing Supplies

E lectric Applia nces

Glass

Sporting Goods

Dishes ·

s100

TRY OUR

e CONES
e SHAKES
e SUNDAES
Fast Carry Out Service At

*

Burger Kin g

"We GIFT WRAP"

2ND AND LINCOLIN
PHONE 5-6466

FROMMEL HARDWARE
South Side Square

"See

Us First''
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'67 Netters 'Best' In History
Eastern's var&ity tennis team,
which recently .ended its- season
with a fourth place finish in the
N AIA National Tennis Tourna
ment at Kansas City, goes down
as the ,. "sec·ond best" team in
EIU ffistory according to its
dual meet record, but as the
"best" when its. championships
are considered.
·

Ea.stem's 1957 team posted a
12�2 recoril in, dual meet compe
tition, giving it a one victory
'edge over this year's squad, which
finished at 11-2. The 1957 squad,
however, finished in a tie for the
IlAC title while the 1967 tea�
won it outright.
COACH REX. V. Darling, who
coached both 'squads and 18
others in his 21 years at East�
ern, won't compare the teams.
'!Both teams had their strong
points. The: '57 team had an out
standing number one player,
Dennis Koniki, but this year's
club was stionger from top to
bottom."
The strength of the 1967 club
has been its ability to win at
number six singles or number
three doubles as well as at num
ber one singles and doubles. "We
had exceptional balance through
the first three positions and bet
ter than average balance at four,
five and six,'' Darling says of the
squad.
The top players for Darling all
year were Jack Worthington, Dan
McCawley, Tom Sterchi and Rick
But,
as
Darling
W ollerman.
points out, Fernando Velasco and
Greg Thom, the five-six men in
his
line:up, "were
invaluable.
"They won a three·-set ·doubles
match to give us a 5-4 victory

Track Pra ctice
O n Li nco l n Field
·

Any student, either graduate
or undergraduate, who is inter
ested in participating in summer
track and field workouts may be
gin immediately, according to
summer
track
coach
Robert
Eudeikis.
Eudeikis said the workouts
would be held from 3 p.m. until
5 p.m. Monday through Friday
·on Lincoln Field. At the . present
time there are two meets sched
uled for the remainder of the
summer.
The first meet will be held
Saturday, July 15, in Spring
field, the second meet here on
Tuesday, July 18:

M OTT'S
BARBE R SHOP
Open daily 7:30

•

5:30

Closed Wednesday

5 1 0 Monroe

WE HAVE

I

I

keep going at a pace like this
for very long,'' he says. The
"pace" he is referring to is a
dual meet record of 24-12 over
the past three years and three
straight IIAC championships.
RETURNING for 1968 action
are Worthington, McCawley and
Thom. With that trio and three
youngsters who are now fresh
men, Darling hopes to win a
fourth straight IIAC tennis title
for Eastern.
.
. If he did, the streak would be
the second longest in IIAC hist
ory, surpassing the three-straight
by Southern Illinois in 1958, 1959
and 1960, and just the behind the
six-straight streak Illinois State
compiled from 1950 to 1955.

over Illinois," he points out.
THE MAINSTAY of Darling's
'67 club was graduating senior
Tom Sterchi. The winner of five
varsity letters at . EIU, four in
tennis and one in cross country,
the only two scholastic awards
given at Eastern which recognize
"scliolar-athletes," three
IIAC
singles championships, and two
IIAC
doubles
championships,
Sterchi will .be hard to replace.
"HE is one of the most out
standing athletes I've ever coach
j!d," Darling says of the Olney
native. Besides him, Darling will
have to find a replacement for
Velasco.
"We probably won't be as
strong next year. It's hard to
·

Di Pietro 1 st 500-Miler
currently has over 50 members
who work out three times each
week. Many other members of the
group are close to the 500-mile
mark, Woodall said.

A. J. DiPietro, a man who ad
mits liis joining the Run For
Your Life Club was an accident,
has pecome the first member of
the .club . to re�ch the 500-mile
mark during its three-day a week
workouts.
"It was by accident. I was 44
years old and abo�t 20 pounds
overweight. My wife had enter
ed an informal physical fitness
program devoted to running in
April 1966, and I asked if I
could join her. My program ini
tially consited of a few calis
thenics, jogging and walking no
more than six laps on the East
ern football field."
"SIMULTANEOUSLY,
Dr.
Tom Woodall of the physical ed
ucation staff initiated the Run
For Your Life program and run
ning became fun for me. It was
not uncommon to run at least
six days per -week averaging 20
miles,'' he said.
More significant to DfPietro
than the distance he . covered,
however, was the change he
noticed in his weight and general
health.
"By September I had
lost 10 pounds, but more import
ant I had noticed that my re
covery from a strenuous work
schedule had considerably im
proved," he noted.
The club is promoting the im
provement of circulo-respiratory
health for sedentary adults. It

STOP

Tracksters Place
Third At Sterling

·

The Eastern Illinois Track
Club, made up of members of
the Panther varsity track squad,
finished third out of a field of
17 teams in · the Central AA U
meet held at Sterling, June 17.
The Track Club garnered only
two firsts but added three sec
onds and three thirds for a total
of 43 points. The first place
team, Chicago Track Club, walk
ed off with the blue Pibbon with
12 1 points followed by the Sterl
ing Track Club with 53.
THE TWO firsts were won by
Lindsay Hickman and Robert
Glover. Hickman won the 440yard dash in 50 seconds flat
while Glover won his first in the
javelin with a toss of 205 feet
8 % inches.
Second places were won by
Bill Dortch in the 220-yard dash
and by Larry Mayse in the 3,000meter steeplechase. The relay
team of Dortch, Hickman, Greg
Crockett and Bob Weise took
seconds in the 440-yard relay and
mile relay.

Also W hite - Hi & Lo Cuts

Western Auto
ON THE SQUARE

Members of the 1 967 tennis squad which won a
straight l l AC championship and tied for fourth. in the NAIA
a re (front row L to R) Jim Zum.walt, Jack Worthington,
Thom and Rick Wollerrnan. Second row members are Coach
Darling, Dan Mccawley, Tom Sterchi and Fernando Velasco.

DID YOU MISS YOUR
SUMMER JOB?
I NEED 3 MEN WITH . CARS. TO HELP
ME EVENl·NGS AND SATU RDAYS

-

$2.&I

PER HOUR - ALL THE HOUR�
CALL 235-569 1

•

AT PIZZA JOE'S

And Enjoy The Finest Steak

Dog ' n S u d s
-

FREE

FREE

GALLON ROOT BEER
WITH EACH COMBINATION OF
CONEY D
O GS

And Spaghetti Dinners

STEAKBURGERS

Also Try Our Variety Of Other Italian Foods

CHEESEBURGERS
HOT D
OGS
FISH SANDWICH

I

BLACK
CONVERSE
SHO ES
s31e

I/AC Champs

Brookins Donut & Snack Shop

TEND
ER LOINS .

7th and Van Buren

Call 5-6446

TAKE A BREAK FOR A D
ONUT

For Fast Carryout ·Service

O R SNACK
:.... We Are Open All Night To Serve You

-

